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Abstract
The SR-tree is a new dynamic access method for spatial databases. 
It is primarily designed after the ubiquitous R-tree and is based on 
the heuristic optimization of area enclosing each inner node. The 
SR-tree is designed for paged secondary memory and emphasis is 
placed in minimizing the amount of disk access during a tree search. 
Objects are assumed to acquire complex forms, with which 
rectangle-based methods perform quite inefficiently.
This thesis reports the experiences in the implementation of the R- 
tree, the R*-tree and the SR-trees with varying criteria for the 
proper clustering of complex-shaped objects. The project also 
presents the implementation of a performance testbed that was used 
in the benchmarking process between the three structures.
The results showed that although the SR-tree often requires more 
storage space and more CPU time to answer a search query, it 
usually obtains the results with a lower number of disk access than 
the two structures. More importantly, the study succeeded in 
identifying and explaining certain phenomena related to the spatial 
density and large-scale queries.
Keywords: Spatial databases, point queries, range queries, tree 
traversals, coverage, overlap, bucket methods, node slicing, point­
inclusion-test.
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Overview
Chapter 1 gives the reader an idea about spatial databases and the importance of finding 
a suitable structure for storing and retrieval of large geographical databases. This 
chapter also provides a rough overview of the properties necessary for an efficient 
spatial indexing structure.
In Chapter 2, materials related to the subject are analyzed and discussed. The evolution 
of ground-breaking structures are examined, from the fixed-grid method to the more 
complex structures such as the cell-tree. Included in this chapter are the motivations 
and objectives in the design of the proposed SR-tree.
Chapter 3 constitutes the main part of the thesis, where the various algorithms are 
presented. This chapter focuses its efforts in the discussion of the SR-tree and the 
intrinsics involved in its design. Included in the chapter are the optimizing criteria used 
in the implementation of the SR-tree as well as algorithms formulated for the proper 
insertion and splitting of nodes.
Chapter 4 summarizes and discusses the results of the study. The performance of the 
SR-tree is compared with the R-tree and R*-tree in varying conditions.
Finally in Chapter 5, conclusions are formulated and further research is suggested.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
The past two decades have been witness to the rapid boom in non­
standard database applications. Com puter vision, VLSI design, 
LANDSAT, CAD, geographic mapping are examples of such areas wherein 
the database management system is no longer restricted to alpha-numeric 
data. To support these new applications efficiently, emphasis must be 
placed in handling geometric data rather than their character-based 
counterparts. This is often achieved by making use of data structures and 
algorithms designed specifically for the management of geometric data 
objects.
Point and Range Queries
Consider for instance the retrieval process on spatial databases. 
Typically, this requires the fast execution of geometric search operations
1
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such as point and range searches. Given a set of geometric objects in d- 
dimensional Euclidean space E^, a range query computes those objects in 
the database that overlap a given search space S in E^. In the point search 
problem, which can be viewed as a degenerate range problem, one 
determines all objects in the database that contain a given point A e E^. 
Both operations require fast access to the data objects in the database that 
occupy a given location in space.
Relevance of Spatial Indexing
To perform such operations on large databases, the use of suitable 
indexing techniques is a practical necessity. The indices should be 
dynamic with respect to updates in the database and it should be possible 
to perform insertions and deletions without having to organize the index 
completely. Since databases are normally designed to reside on disk, 
indices should also minimize the number of disk accesses during a search 
operation. In relational database (RDBMS) for example, indexing keys are 
used to virtually view the database in various orders. With the aid of 
these keys, the data set is stored in a structure that organizes the database 
in a logical manner. Using this structure, basic operations such as 
insertion, deletion and other updates are performed quite efficiently.
The same holds true with spatial databases. Indices are essential in 
storing and organizing pictorial databases. With such databases, a sensible 
choice for an attribute is the geographical location of objects. The next 
problem is finding a suitable structure to handle the data. The truth of the 
matter is, several successful attempts have already been made to tackle this
2
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issue. They range from the simple to the quite com plicated. 
Unfortunately, few have actually addressed the issue of complex-shaped 
data objects. Oftentimes, objects are assumed to take the shape of perfect 
shapes, such as a rectangle. In reality, whenever real-world applications 
are concerned, it is unlikely that objects take on any expected shape at all. 
In most cases, we are dealing with arbitrarily-shaped data. Thus, there is 
the need to handle a structure specifically designed to handle these objects. 
Aside from performing the basic database operations, the structure should 
also be able to handle complex reorganizations that occur in real 
applications.
3
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CHAPTER 2
2. LITERATURE CITED
At the moment, there are already numerous hierarchical data 
structuring techniques in use for representing data. Each development 
has been motivated to a large extent by a desire to save storage by collecting 
data that are geographically close together. Special mention goes to the 
Grid File [Sam90], Quadtree [Fink74], R-Tree [Gutt84] and other variants of 
these. Although the basic motivations are the same, the various models 
are tailored to suit varying assumptions regarding the spatial data type. 
For instance, the distribution of the objects are taken into account, the 
type or shape of data (point or area), representation of data (approximated 
or natural form), expected operations to be performed on the database, etc.
4
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2.1 The Fixed-Grid Method
The simplest method used by cartographers is called the fixed-grid 
or cell method (figure 2.1). It simply divides the space into equal-sized 
cells (i.e., squares for 2D data) having width equal to the search radius of a 
range query. These cells are often referred to as buckets and are tailored to 
fit into one page of memory. The data structure is essentially a directory in 
the form of a k-dimensional array with one entry per cell. Each cell may 
be implemented as a linked list to represent the "objects" within it.
1
h
1
•P
o n
Figure 2.1. Fixed-Grid Method
There are several advantages and disadvantages in using the fixed- 
grid method. First and foremost advantage is the notable ease in 
generating the entire structure. This is simply a matter of determining the 
height (or width) of the bucket and using these values, the proper grid 
locations can be easily calculated. In figure 2.1 for instance, the row (R) 
and column (C) entries for the point P is calculated using row = px DIV w 
and column = py DIV h.
Another benefit is the efficient average search time for range query. 
This can be easily shown to be of order 0(F * 2^) where F is the number of
5
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records found. The factor 2^ is the maximum number of cells that must 
be accessed when the search rectangle is permitted to overlap more than 
one cell.
A third advantage of the fixed-grid method is that it can be easily 
tailored to suit various linear ordering algorithms. Choosing the correct 
sequencing technique can prove critical in providing an efficient retrieval 
system and hence should consider the nature of the query windows (e.g., 
elongated vertically, square-like, etc). Examples of such space-ordering 
methods include the Column-scan, Snake-scan, Z-curve, Hilbert curve 
and the spiral order, Morton order (figure 2.2).
Column-wise scan
Figure 2.2 Some Linear Mapping Functions
The simplest possible mapping function, of course, is a scan 
column-wise (or row-wise). The assigned coordinate in one-dimensional 
space for a given point in 2-dimensional space is the sequential position of 
the scan line of the point. That is, given a point with coordinate (x,y), it is
6
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assigned a linear coordinate of x*ydim + y where ydim is the number of 
different coordinate values along the y dimension.
A simple alternative is to reverse the scan direction for alternate 
columns, as in the snake-scan. Now, the linear coordinate of (x,y) is still 
obtained as:
x*ydim + y if x is odd
(x+1 )*ydim - (y+1) if x is even.
Unfortunately, the fixed-grid technique is somewhat restrictive with 
respect to the nature of the data. First, the structure is highly designed to 
handle independent data such as points. With region data, modifications 
(such as splitting and pointer assignments) must be made to ensure that 
data objects reside only on one cell. Secondly, the method is only efficient 
as long as the data objects are known a-priori to be uniformly distributed 
over the map space. With non-uniform distribution, some buckets would 
have empty entries while other buckets would overflow with excessive 
information. Storage-wise, the fixed-grid method becomes a highly 
inefficient structure to handle non-uniform data.
The second class structures focused entirely on the need to adapt to 
the distribution of the data objects. Designers ultimately realized that for 
spatial databases to work in the real world, the proposed structures should 
address the issue of these unbalanced cells. This resulted in the distinction 
between a trie and a tree or what is otherwise referred to in computer 
graphics as image-space hierarchies and object-space hierarchies. In the 
former, the methods were adapted to organize data according to the
7
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embedding space (space decomposition) from which they were drawn 
while in the latter, the methods were adapted to organize the data 
themselves. An example of image space hierarchies is the fixed-grid 
method mentioned above. In these technique, the region boundaries are 
chosen from among locations that are fixed regardless of the content of the 
file. In contrast, object-space boundaries of the different regions are 
determined by the data being stored. An example of this method is the 
binary space partitioning (BSP) tree by Fuch, Kedem, and Naylor [Fuch80, 
Fuch83].
2.2 The BSP-Tree
The BSP tree is a binary tree . At each stage in the BSP subdivision 
process, the image is subdivided into two parts of arbitrary size. This 
subdivision is then recursively implemented until each partition contains 
only one data object. Note that successive subdivision lines need not be 
either orthogonal nor parallel. Each division corresponds to an interior 
node of the tree while each partition corresponds to a leaf. An example of 
such partitioning and the tree it represents is shown in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3. The BSP Tree
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BSP trees can adapt well to the distribution of the data in the 
database. Unfortunately, they have a tendency to be very deep, which has 
a negative impact on tree performance. Because of its simplicity, its 
variants are still used in some hidden-surface elimination algorithms and 
volume visualization in computer graphics [Fol82].
Numerous space decomposition techniques have surfaced over the 
years. These include bintrees [Know80] which divides the image into two 
equal-sized parts, quadtrees which divides it into four, and a myriad of 
other implementations that are in one way or another variations of these 
two. Examples include the k-d-tree of Bentley [Bent75], the point quadtree 
by Finkel [Fink74] and the region quadtree.
• c
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Figure 2.4 Examples of Point and Region Quadtrees
2.3 Bucket Methods
Most of the data structures mentioned above make use of trees. 
Thus they are primarily designed for in-core applications, although their 
uses can be extended elsewhere. The only problem is that when data are 
stored in external storage, tree structures often require that pointers be 
followed. This invariably gives rise to page faults. To overcome this
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problem, methods have been designed to collect the points into sets 
corresponding to the storage units (i.e., pages) of the disk. The remaining 
task is to organize the access to these buckets by use of an appropriate 
directory facility for address computation. This is often referred to in the 
field as bucket methods.
Bucket methods enable more efficient access to the data objects by 
grouping together objects with similar attributes. In spatial databases, this 
attribute is often the geographic locations and by modifying the conditions 
with which splits are made, the above-mentioned structures can be easily 
extended to bucket methods. In other words, splits are propagated until 
the bucket capacity can handle all the pertinent information. Having 
buckets of capacity c (c>l) reduces the dependence of the maximum depth 
of the tree from the minimum Euclidean distance separation of two 
objects to that of two sets of c objects. Consequently, this results in trees 
with depth proportional to the logarithm of the number of data objects 
with base c.
As promising as these point index structures seem, there are still 
obvious deficiencies which prevent a direct generalization for handling 
complex-shaped geometric objects. In short, objects are more often than 
not defined in the 2-dimensional space and that using points to represent 
them would be very inefficient. In fact, such mappings from original 
space into map space have been proven to cause serious performance 
penalties. Furthermore, storage of the tree itself on disk either leads to 
under utilization and even page faults.
10
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2.3.1 The R-Tree
The first structure that was designed a priori for secondary storage 
was Guttman's R-tree. R-trees were proposed as a natural extension of 13- 
trees in higher than one dimension. They combine the nice features of 
both the B-trees and quadtrees. Like B-trees, they remain balanced, while 
they maintain a degreeAflexibility in dealing with "dead spaces" like 
quadtrees do. A second important feature of R-trees is the fact that, at the 
leaf level, they store full and non-atomic spatial objects. This feature 
provides a natural and high-level object-oriented form of search. 
Furthermore, because the storage organization of R-trees is similar to that 
of B-trees, they are efficient in dealing with paging.
All R-tree leaf nodes appear at the same level and each entry in a 
leaf node is a 2-tuple of the form:
(R,0)
such that R is the smallest rectangle that spatially contains data object O. 
The possibly non-atomic spatial object stored on the leaf level are 
considered atomic as far as the search is concerned, and in the same R-tree, 
they are not further decomposed into their pictorial primitives, i.e., into 
quadrants, line segments or pixels. Non-leaf nodes contain entries of the 
form:
(R ,p)
such that R is the smallest rectangle that spatially contains the rectangles 
in the child node pointed at by p. As in the case of the B-tree, the R-tree 
has an upper (M) and lower bound (m) on the number of descendants of a 
node. The parameter M is the limit that corresponds to the capacity of a 
disk page. Once a node requires more than one disk page, it is split and its
11
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descendants are distributed among the two resulting nodes. The lower 
limit m, on the other hand, prevents the degeneration of trees with 
underfilled nodes. This in turn, leads to efficient utilization of storage 
resources. In B-trees for example, the value of m is always set to M/2. 
Figure 2.5 shows an R-tree and the tree it represents.
Figure 2.5. The R-Tree (m=2,M=3)
2.3.2 Packed R-Trees
The insertion algorithm used in R-trees are typically designed for a 
dynamic database. However, if the database can be expected to remain 
static and the objects are known a-priori, then a technique called packing 
the R-tree can be used. A packed R-tree is simply an R-tree built by 
successively applying a nearest-neighbour relation to group objects in a 
node after the set of objects has been sorted according to a spatial criterion 
[Rous85]. Once an entire level of the tree is built, the algorithm is 
reapplied to add nodes at the next higher level, terminating when a level 
contains just one node. In essence, the packed R-tree generates the tree 
from the bottom going up whereas a conventional R-tree generates it tree
12
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from the top going down. Although the packed R-tree does not necessarily 
result in a minimum coverage nor overlap, empirical tests [Rous85] show 
its use leads to significant improvements in relation to conventional R- 
trees. A very high level description of the algorithm is shown in 
Algorithm PackTree.
Algorithm PackTree
Function Pack (DLIST): Tnode;
{returns a pointer to the root node of a fully-packed R-tree 
containing all the data items in DUST}
begin
if DLIST contains four data objects 
then begin
Allocate a pointer to a new R-tree node, NO; 
Cause all pointers of TNO to point to items of 
DLIST;
RETURN(NO);
end;
else
begin
Order objects of DLIST by some spatial criterion;
{e.g. ascending x-coordinate}
NLIST := (); {initialize as the empty list}
while DLIST is not empty do
begin
11 := first objects from DLIST;
DLIST := tail(DLIST); {delete 1st object}
12 := NN(DLIST,I1);
13 := NN(DLIST,I1);
14 := NN(DLIST, 11);
Allocate a new R-tree node, N1;
Cause pointers of TN1 to point to 11, I2, I3, I4. 
LIST := append(NLIST,N1); {add a new node}
end;
RETURN(PACK(NLIST));
end;
end.
13
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Algorithm PACK is implemented as a recursive function; its sole 
argument is DLIST, a list of data objects to be packed. NN is a nearest 
neighbour function which takes two arguments. NN(DLIST,I) return the 
item in the list DLIST which is spatially closest to item I and has the 
additional effect of deleting that item from DLIST.
There is however, one small drawback in the packing of trees. In 
this method, it is important that the objects are known prior to the 
generation of the tree. With a spatial database that is even moderately 
updated, the packing method will repeatedly optimize the tree from the
bottom level. Because the algorithm runs at a time proportional to 0(n^ 
logM n), the cost of maintenance is alarmingly high.
2.3.3 The R*-Tree
Another descendant of the R-tree is the R*-tree. The motivation of 
the R*-tree is to avoid overlap among the bounding rectangles. In 
particular, all bounding rectangles at levels other than the leaf are non­
overlapping. In order to preserve this requirement, there may be times 
when splitting of the original data objects are necessary. The result is that 
there may be several paths starting at the root to the same object. This will 
lead to an increase in height of the tree; however, retrieval time is sped 
up.
A possible R*-tree for the previous figure is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Notice the presence of object B in several leaves of the structure. This is a 
direct result of the R*-tree restriction wherein all nodes on the same level
14
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be non-overlapping. To avoid duplications of the tuples related to object 
B, it is necessary to use pointers for the leaf entries in R3 and R6 that point 
to the original entry in R4.
Figure 2.6. An RMree (m=2, M=3)
There are obvious difficulties whenever the non-overlapping 
restriction is involved. First of all, finding an R*-tree for a collection of 
objects may involve extensive computation at an exponential level. 
Another difficulty is that because splitting an object (such as B in the 
example) is performed using display coordinates, some precision may be 
lost in the original world coordinates. For these reasons, a modified R*- 
tree was implemented for the performance evaluation. Whereas the R- 
tree concentrated in the increase in area of the clusters, the R*-tree 
concentrated in minim izing the overlap between sibling nodes. 
Although, this approach resulted in R*-trees with overlapping nodes, the 
results reflected improved performances over the R-tree. The modified 
algorithm is further discussed in the methodologies section.
15
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R-trees and R-trees rely heavily on the fact that objects are
approxim ated by d-dimensional intervals (rectangles, in this case).
U nfortunately, real world data are almost always far from being 
-fields of
rectangular. In the A robotics and computer vision for instance, objects 
typically appear in complex and varied forms. Rivers, streets, forests are 
always elongated in some axis and rotations are often needed to prevent 
overlap and large dead spaces from forming within the structure. 
Unfortunately, rotation of an image is a computationally expensive 
procedure and the procedure itself does not guarantee optim al 
orientations for all objects in the database. In fact, it has even been proven 
[Rou85] that zero overlap is not attainable for region data objects. These 
are the reasons why much work has gone in the direction of shape- 
conforming enclosures whose main goal is in minimizing unused space 
in the database.
2.3.4 The Cell Tree
Perhaps the structure that has greatly influenced this thesis was the 
cell tree by Gunther and Bilmes [Gunt91]. The main difference between 
the R-tree and the cell tree is that non-leaf nodes of the cell tree consisted 
of convex polyhedra which tightly bound the node entries while the R- 
tree utilized minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs). The cell tree was 
designed to deal with polyhedral data of arbitrary dimensions. As in the 
R*-tree, the polyhedral data being represented may be stored in more than 
one node. An example is shown in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7. The Cell tree
Insertion of objects in a cell tree is similar to the insertion process in 
R-trees although somewhat more complex. To add a new object, one first 
computes the convex cover of the object which is subsequently inserted 
onto the cell tree. Note that this insertion procedure may cause several 
new leaf entry nodes since each convex component of the convex cover is 
inserted separately into the tree. Index records are then inserted into the 
leaves and leaves that overflow are split.
Splitting involves the selection of a suitable hyperplane that 
spatially divides the overflowing node into two. Unfortunately, finding 
the splitting hyperplane involves making plane sweeps across l different 
directions. Although this process of making plane-sweeping is well 
understood, the complexity of such an undertaking is often ignored. For 
instance, sweeping a line along the n/  7 axis is computationally more 
expensive than sweeping across the X or Y axis.
17
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2.4 Motivation
It is evident that the above-mentioned structures have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. Examining the various methods of object 
representation, the author feels that by combining several features of these 
models, one can arrive at an improved one. An important feature worth 
addressing is representation of objects in their raw form. In other words, 
the leaf nodes of the tree should have direct access to the attributes of the 
objects. One of the main advantages of such representation is that in order 
to determine tests of inclusion, one simply needs to traverse the tree from 
top to bottom. Unlike in other structures such as the R-tree, data objects 
are superseded by their approximators. In this manner, the smallest 
bounding rectangle* are stored in the leaves of the tree instead of the 
objects themselves. Consequently, the use of a point index does not solve 
the given search problem completely; one rather obtains a set of intervals 
whose enclosed objects may intersect the search space and left with 
the additional burden of testing the objects for intersections with the 
search space.
Another issue worth addressing is the suitability of the tree for the 
underlying structure. Current designs of the underlying hardware 
components have warranted the need for hierarchical data structures that 
can easily reside in secondary memory. Apart from the notion that 
geographically close objects be found in the same area in memory, the tree 
itself should be designed to fit in paged memory.
A third factor is optimality. Heuristics based on area-increase, 
overlap increase and aspect-increase have proven to be invaluable tools in
18
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determining the proper insertion location for new data objects. However, 
such values are normally computed with respect to the bounding 
approximator enclosing the objects. There will be instances wherein the 
heuristic being used fails to provide a useful value and is there-fate 
misleading. In theses cases, the heuristics are unim portant and thus 
should be ignored. An example of such an instance is when rectangles are 
used to approximate complex objects. With complex objects, the axis of 
elongation (major axis) does not span along the X- nor the Y-axis; rather at 
an angle to these axes. Moreover, the major axis is oftentimes 
proportionally  larger than the minor axis making the task of 
approximating the object more difficult.
The reason for this difficulty is that rectangles and complex objects 
simply do not match. Consider for example figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8. Complex Objects
The figure on the left shows much of the rectangle containing 
unused portions of the map. Queries inside such space therefore cause 
unnecessary searches within the database. The figure on the right 
dem onstrates a possible scenario wherein non-essential overlap is
19
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obtained by grouping the objects. Queries within the overlapping region 
would then initiate search on both of the sub-trees (i.e., groupings).
2.5 Objectives
The main goal during the design of the SR-tree was to facilitate 
searches on data objects of arbitrary shapes, especially on data objects 
which are not intervals (rectangular) themselves. Basically, this study 
addresses the issue of enhancing the grouping criteria by which objects 
from the R-tree model become bound. The author believes that with 
complex 2D objects, R-trees suffer from the fact that cost-efficient 
rectangles to approximate these objects are difficult to find. Difficult, in 
the sense that with complex 2D objects, much of the space included in the 
bounding rectangle is unused. Such areas are otherwise referred to as 
"dead spaces".
Strictly speaking, dead spaces do not depict any additional 
information which jeopardize the integrity of the database. However with 
spatial databases, a majority of the operations require spatial queries and 
with such operations, it becomes the objective of the system to exclude 
"information" that may lead to empty results. In short, dead spaces pose a 
problem to spatial databases by complicating searches which can otherwise 
be answered quite easily. This becomes the fundamental premise of the 
study that by reducing such entities, a significant increase in performance 
can be achieved.
Furthermore, the author hopes to:
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1. to design a structure to handle irregularly-shaped (complex)
objects.
2. to formulate a bounding approximator for complex objects.
3. to design a performance testbed in the evaluation of various
hierarchical access methods such as the R-trees, R*-trees 
and SR-trees.
4. to study the effects queries with varying sizes.
5. to study the relationship between spatial density and
performance retrieval.
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CHAPTER 3
3 DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Assumptions
In the design of the SR-tree, several assumptions were made 
regarding the various components of the study. These assumptions were 
formulated in order to justify the design mechanics involved with the 
structure of the SR-tree.
First and probably the most important assumption is that the 
database is tailored to reside in secondary memory. Given the nature of 
disk storage, the algorithms should be geared in minimizing disk access 
rather than minimizing CPU time in performing the search. In other 
words, the basic search operations of the system are now I/O-bound rather 
than CPU-bound. Consequently, this assumption also implies that the 
block/page sizes of the disk is the primary factor in determining the size of 
the node (or the amount of entries that can be stored in one node).
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For the second assumption, it is believed that proximity between the 
objects should be the primary indexing key. This follows from the idea by 
bucket methods wherein objects that are geographically close together are 
stored together (in memory). Using this technique of spatial ordering, 
results from ranged queries are accessed with minimal effort due to the 
fact that the likelihood of finding the results in the same area is very high!
Thirdly, we assume the spatial database remains static over long 
periods of time. This means insertions, deletions and other updates are 
now considered secondary or minor operations. In this manner, the large 
database mostly caters to point and range queries only and that efforts 
should be made in speeding up the recovery, not the revision of data. 
More importantly, this assumption also implies that we are not bound to 
periodically optimize the tree as a result of underflowing and overflowing 
pages.
For the fourth assumption, we assume the tree is generated from 
the existing objects on the map and that this operation is performed only 
once at the beginning. The relevance of such an assumption implies that 
the complexity of the tree-generating algorithm is not really a serious 
restriction. In other words, we are allowed to use a fairly complicated 
algorithm as long as it guarantees the efficient retrieval of the data objects.
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3.2 The SR-TREE
As mentioned before, the SR-tree was designed to facilitate searches 
in databases with arbitrary shapes. It was designed with the notion that in 
most real-w orld application^ rectangles are not necessarily good 
approximations for complex objects. The author has singled-out "dead 
spaces" as the primary reason for this problem and that by reducing these 
elements, we could clerive an acceptable structure. Other designers have in 
fact tackled this issue of dead spaces by totalling eliminating them. In the 
process, however, they have introduced complex techniques (e.g., multi­
directional sweeps) that are often ignored during the evaluation.
The author believes that tota] elimination of dead spaces is a 
solution in the extreme end and that by utilizing more conservative 
efforts, the same results could be achieved. This is the fundamental basis 
behind the design of the SR-tree. It is a step towards the reduction, not 
elimination, of dead spaces. The approach is further complemented with 
improved algorithms for the insertion of objects and splitting of the 
nodes. The algorithms will be presented later in the next section.
3.2.1 The Slice
Generating the slice for a node is a simple task of cutting the 
corners. The steps are shown in figure 3.1.
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The initial process involved the computation of the bounding 
rectangle for a cluster of objects. For each of the four corners, the largest 
slice was generated using an algorithm that runs at a time proportional to 
the number of vertices within the group (O(v)). The largest slice among 
the four is then chosen as the slice for that particular group.
Finding the slice from a corner is a trivial task. In most cases, there 
are several possible slices and all that is needed is choose the most 
acceptable one. A good rule of thumb is to simply choose the slice with 
the largest area. On the other hand, there are also cases when even a 
single slice cannot be generated from a corner. Such are degenerate cases 
and are treated in a special fashion. A classical example is presented in the 
following figure (fig 3.2c).
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Figure 3.2 shows three possible situations whenever slices are 
produced from corners. In (a), only one slice is likely while on (b) there 
are two. Figure 3.2c is a special case in which no slice could be generated. 
Once all four slices (one from each corner) has been generated, it remains a 
matter of choosing the largest slice for the entire group.
The algorithm for slicing a corner is rather elementary. It is 
analogous to turning a straight rule against a crooked corner. A step-by­
step example is shown in figure 3 .3 .
Figure 3.3. Slicing the Corner C
Initially, we have Pa as the pivot point and we see Pi as the point 
making the smallest angle (0 in this case) with respect to the vertical of the 
pivot point (Pa). Then, using Pi as the next pivot point we find P2 making 
the smallest angle with respect to the vertical of P i. This is the second 
slice and is duly recorded. P2 is then used as the pivot point and we find 
P3 making the smallest angle with respect to the vertical of P2 - Another 
slice is recorded. With P3 as the next pivot point, no other point makes an 
angle less than n/2  and so the process stops.
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3.2.2 Single vs. Multiple Slicing
The basic idea in SR-trees was to reduce the amount of dead space by 
removing an integral section of the bounding enclosure. The next logical 
question then is: why stop with one slice?
There are, naturally, certain advantages in using more than one 
slice. Most obvious of all is that it guarantees a lower amount of dead 
space and possibly lesser overlap as compared to using only one slice. 
With regards to complexity, one could further argue that the 
computational overhead of using multiple slices is almost the same as 
that of using a single slice. For example, if we could perform such tests 
with integers, then the same holds true regardless of the number of slices 
used.
The answer to the question lies in the fundamental design with 
which the SR-tree was built. From the very beginning, the SR-tree was 
designed to bridge the gap between R-trees and cell-trees; on one hand 
objects are packed into rectangles and on the other hand objects are 
grouped into convex polyhedra. In some manner, one could say that the 
nature of this single-slice design is more of a practical than an optimal 
choice. More importantly, this decision came out as a result of an 
experiment carried-out during the study. The experiment was conducted 
in order to determine the extent by which SR-trees should proceed in the 
direction of cell trees; to resolve the minimal amount of slicing necessary 
to achieve acceptable performance gains. In other words, the issue here is 
the pragmatic use of a single slice and not the maximum number of slices 
necessary to achieve maximum efficiency.
The experiment required the generation of an R-tree from 
randomly generated objects. For each grouping, additional slices were
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made in succession and the amount of removed dead space recorded. For 
obvious reasons, only the four slices from the four corners were removed. 
Figure 3.4 shows a summary of the results.
1 0 --------------------------------------------------------------------
5
o M I t ____________ ______ __
1 2  3 4
r a n k
Figure 3.4
The figure 3.4 shows that on the average, a majority of the dead 
spaces removed are contained in the first (largest) slice and that succeeding 
slices contributed minor improvements. Although this does not imply 
unproductivity on the part of the additional slices, it does however 
warrant a practical reason for the use of a single slice. Examination of the 
graph reaveals a gain of 9.0% by the use of the first slice only, whereas in 
the second slice, only a 2.5% gain would be realized. For these reasons, it 
was decided that SR-trees utilize only the largest slice from the rectangle.
Another interesting issue that must be addressed is the distribution 
of the test data. The experiment utilized uniformly distributed data across 
the map space. With complex shaped objects, the rectangular groupings 
are expected to include additional dead space particularly in the four 
corners. In turn, the amount of dead space removed by the first few slices 
is expected to increase dramatically leading to a steeper version of figure 
3.4.
uc3
<DG
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3.2.3 Slice Representation
Representation of a sliced rectangle is not any different from an 
ordinary rectangle. In fact, only two additional integers (fx,fy) are required 
to uniquely identify the slice and these are collectively referred to in the 
text as the focus of slice (figure 3.5). An additional 2-bit (code) number 
indicates the corner wherein the slice occurs.
Figure 3.5. Slicing Ambiguity
Although slices are traditionally associated with slope and their y- 
intercepts, the use of floating point values were avoided by instead 
concentrating on the focus of the slice. Unfortunately, using fx and fy as 
integers presents a 50% increase in storage (i.e., from 4 integers to 6 
integers) of the enclosure alone. This increase has the additional effect of 
decreasing the maximum capacity (M) of all the nodes in the tree. In order 
to rectify the situation, we could sacrifice a small amount of precision on 
the part of fx and fy. In other words, instead of having both fx and fy range 
over the entire map, we could restrict them to range over a limited 
domain. The two values may be allotted 4 bits each, allowing one the focus 
to fall in one of the 16x16 target points. In order to simply both the 
calculations and implementation the code, the system used bytes for both 
fx and fy. It turns out that this increase, as will be pointed out later in the
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section, did not have a significant impact on the relative performance of 
the tree.
The declaration of the node structure is presented below (in C):
struct node{
struct Rect 
int 
int
struct 
struct
struct Rect{ 
int 
bit8 
bit2
};
struct polygon{
struct Rect pbr;
int ob_id;
/* additional object attributes to be placed here 7
xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax; 
fx, fy;
code; /* code in [0..3] 7
br; 
level ; 
n ;
node *g[M]; 
node *prev;
Examination of the node declaration yields M pointers for each of 
the M possible entries. In reality, the actual implementation can do away 
with these pointers because nodes are designed to sit on memory pages. In 
the event that a node is to be traversed, the entire page is read regardless of 
how many entries (n) are actually usable in the node. The remaining M-n 
entries are simply ignored. In essence, the declaration for node depicts an 
array whose size is identical to the page size. The use of pointers merely 
aided in the coding of the simulator.
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3.3 THE SR-TREE STRUCTURE
The SR-tree has a structure similar to that of the R-tree. Each node 
in the tree corresponds to the smallest sliced-rectangle that encloses its 
sibling nodes. The leaves in turn, contain pointers to the actual objects 
themseleves. Within these nodes, objects are represented by the smallest 
sliced-rectangle in which they are are contained. In this study, we 
alternatively use the terms directory and bounding enclosures to refer to 
sliced-rectangles, as opposed to the ordinary bounding rectangle used in 
most texts.
The basic rules for the formation of the SR-trees are similar to those 
of the B-tree. All leaf nodes appear at the same level and each entry
in a leaf node is a 2-tuple of the form:
(SR,0)
Here, SR represents the geometry of the sliced-rectangle while O is 
the pointer that points to the record(s) of the object. Similarly, each entry 
in a non-leaf node is a 2-tuple of the form:
(SR,p)
As before, SR refers to the bounding approximator that spatially contains 
the sliced-rectangles in the child node pointed at by p.
The order (m,M) of the SR-tree is simply a parameter specifying the 
minimum (m) and maximum (M) number of entries per node (with the 
exception of the root). M is directly related to the size of the disk page and 
inversely proportional to the amount of memory required by a node. The
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parameter m , on the other hand, is simply a a lower limit that prevents 
nodes from becoming underflowed. Typically, this value is set to M/2 for 
binary trees. A study by [Beck90] however, reports an optimum value for 
m to be close to 40%. The figure in 3.6 shows the corresponding SR-tree 
with order (2,3) for the objects in figure 2.5. Note the reduction on overlap 
between sibling nodes.
Figure 3.6 The SR-tree
The SR-tree is a balanced data structure whereby splits are 
propagated from the bottom going upwards. In the event that a leaf has 
been provided with excessive information, the leaf is split and the 
resulting sub-nodes are re-inserted into the parent node. The process is 
then repeated recursively.
As mentioned before, nodes have an existing upper bound (M) that 
control the splitting of nodes. In order to compute this value, we need to 
look at the size of the disk page and the amount of memory required by 
each entry. Each interior node entry requires q bytes for the two pointers, r 
bytes for the geometry of the bounding enclosure and another s bytes for
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other houskeeping information such as the level and n (the number of 
entries in the node). Therefore, we have
T = q + r + s (eqn. 3.1)
As one node corresponds to one disk page of ps bytes, we obtain a 
branching factor of
M = PSq + r + s (eqn. 3.2)
For a typical set of parameters, such as ps-512, q=8, r=10 and s=6, we obtain 
M = 21. A comparative summary for the various values of m and M is 
presented below.
512 1024 2048
M m M m M m
R-tree 23 9 46 18 93 37
SR-tree 21 8 42 17 85 34
Table 1. Minimum and Maximum Entries Per Page
Looking at both the formula and the above table, we observe that M 
is proportional to the page size ps (holding all others constant). Therefore 
the choice of the right page size has a significant impact on the 
performance of the SR-tree. Moreover, we also observe the close 
similarities between the orders of both R- and SR-tree, even though a 50% 
increase in r was brought about. The reason for this is that in reality, the 
increase in r was only 25% (from 8 to 10 bytes) since fx and fy were both 
allocated with bytes, not integers. This therefore implies that overall, the
increase in the actual size of the entry is 9%; or an increase from 22 bytes to 
24 bytes for this particular implementation.
For the height of the average SR-tree containing n index records, we 
should observe an upper bound of (log m n) +1. This is a direct result of 
the branching factor having a value of at least m. Moreover, like other 
balanced sctructures of order (m,M), the worst case utilization of the SR- 
tree is m/M for all interior nodes.
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3.4 BASIC OPERATIONS
The SR-tree is completely dynamic; insertions and deletions can be 
intermixed with queries and no periodic reorganization is required. 
Obviously, the structure must allow for overlapping directory enclosure. 
Therefore, it cannot guarantee only one search path for an exact match 
query. However, this is not necessarily a bad attribute. In fact, previous 
studies by Beckman, et. al. have in fact proven that techniques which use 
overlapping regions do not really imply bad average performances.
3.4.1 Insertion
Basically, the operations of the SR-tree can be summarized into 
three groups: insertions, deletions and query searching. With insertion, 
the SR-tree is concerned with dynamically building sliced-rectangles that 
contain arbitrary-shaped objects, in a way that retrieval operations are 
supported efficiently. To accomplish this, the insertion algorithm used a
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technique known as Guttman's Insert, after the inventor of the R-tree. 
With Guttman's Insert, the tree starts out initially as an empty tree. 
Objects are then inserted one after the other to the SR-tree. Because of the 
nature in which insertions are made, the overall appearance of the tree is 
non-deterministic. A different sequence of insertions of the same objects 
does not necessarily lead to the same tree. Therefore, some arrangments 
are more efficient than the others. This non-deterministic property is in 
fact an inherent part of the systems framework and the task then is to 
produce a tree-generating algorithm that performs reasonably well on the 
average.
Insertion of an object is a two-step process. The first one involves 
the selection of the leaf which best accomodates it. This is accomplished by 
traversing the tree from top to bottom. Each time a node is encountered, 
the system must choose the correct child node that can adequately contain 
the new object. This is repeatedly done until the current node is a leaf 
node, in which case the object's record is appended to the record list of the 
leaf.
3.4.2 Splitting
The other part involved in the insertion procedure is the splitting 
of the node. Eventually, one of the objects being inserted will cause one of 
the leaves to overflow. Once this is encountered, the leaf in question 
would have to be split into two new leaves. Collectively, the contents of 
the record lists of the resulting leaves is identical to the original leaf, 
before it was split. The overflown leaf is then deleted and the two new
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leaves are inserted back to their parent node. In the event that the parent 
node overflows, a split is likewise performed and the procedure is 
repeated recursively.
Splits are done by arranging the overflown record list into two sub­
groups. There are many attributes/criteria in which this can be performed. 
Some concentrate on the linear ordering of the list, while most others 
perform an optimizing algorithm that reduces one of several heuristics. 
In the latter case, the objects are one by one taken into account and 
included along with the group that best accomodates it.
Up until now, the definition of the best "accomodating node" has 
remained vague. The reason in fact is that the parameters of a good 
retrieval system affect each other in a very complex way, such that it is 
sometimes impossible to optimize one of them without influencing other 
parameters which may cause a deterioration of the overall performance. 
Moreover, since the bounding enclosures grow and shrink dynamically 
over time, the success of methods which will optimize one parameter is 
very uncertain. Thus, a heuristic approach needs to be applied, 
concentrating mainly on the area of overlap as well as the overall size of 
the enclosures. In the succeeding section, the optimizing criteria are 
discussed and their importance analyzed.
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3.5 OPTIMIZING CRITERIA
3.5.1 LEAST-AREA INCREASE (01)
The area covered by the bounding enclosure but not covered by the 
enclosed objects (i.e., the dead space) should be minimized (fig. 3.7a). In 
doing so, the the size of the search domain is limited to the relevant 
portions of the spatial database. There are in fact algorithms that can 
totally remove the presence of dead space from the database. 
Unfortunately, the methods involve complex rotations and splitting of 
objects on various hyperplanes.
3.5.2 LEAST-OVERLAP INCREASE (02)
Reducing the overlap between sibling nodes (fig 3.7b) also reduces 
the chance of performing additional traversals on the tree. In short, as the 
search is propagated from top to bottom, the likelihood of performing 
more than one search on a node is gv^oitly diminished.
3.5.3 LEAST-ASPECT INCREASE (03)
Here the aspect ratio is the ratio of the lengths and widths of the 
edges of a sliced-rectangle (fig. 3.7c). Assuming fixed area, the object with 
the smallest ratio is the square. Thus, by minimizing the aspect ratio 
instead of the area, the directory rectangles will be shaped more 
quadrilaterally. Essentially, queries with large quadratic query rectangles
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will profit from this optimization. More importantly, minimization of 
the aspect ratio will basically improve the structure; since quadratic objects 
can be packed easier, the bounding enclosures of a level will build smaller 
directory rectangles in the level above. Therefore, clustering entries into 
sliced rectangles with only little variance of the lengths of the edges will 
reduce the area of directory enclosures.
3.5.4 L E A S T - S T O R A G E  IN C R E A S E  (04)
Higher storage utilization will generally reduce the query cost as the 
height of the tree will be kept low. Evidently, query types with large query 
windows are influenced more since the concentration of enclosures in 
several nodes will have a stronger effect if the number of found keys is 
high.
(a)
least-aspect increase
O
^  n e w  o b j e c t
(b) (c)
Figure 3.7. Optimization Criteria
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Keeping the area and overlap of a sliced-rectangle small, requires 
more freedom in the number of rectangles stored in one node. Thus 
minimizing these parameters will be paid with lower storage utilization. 
Moreover, when applying (01) or (02), more freedom in choosing the 
shape is necessary. Thus rectangles will be less quadratic. With (01) the 
overlap between directory rectangles may be affected in a positive way 
since the covering of the data space is reduced. As for every geometric 
optimization, minimizing the margins will also lead to reduced storage 
utilization. However, since more quadratic directory rectangles support 
packing better, it will be easier to maintain high storage utilization. 
Obviously, the performance for queries with sufficiently large query 
rectangles will be affected more by the storage utilization than by the 
parameters of (01)-(03).
3.6 The R-Tree Criteria
The SR-tree approach of optimizing performance retrieval is applied 
during the insertion of a new data rectangle. The algorithm, as described 
by Guttman in the original paper [Gutt84] calls two more algorithms in 
which the crucial decisions for good retrieval performance are made. The 
first is the algorithm ChooseSubtree. Beginning at the root, descending to 
a leaf, it finds on every level the most suitable subtree to accommodate the 
new entry. The second is the algorithm Split. It is called if ChooseSubtree 
ends in a node filled with the maximum number of entries M. Split 
should distribute M+2 rectangles into two nodes in the most appropriate 
m anner.
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Algorithm ChooseSubtree and algorithm SplitNodes both rely 
heavily on a chosen set of criteria that discriminates between good and bad 
groupings. These are naturally affected by several factors including the 
overall shape of the bounding enclosure. In designing the algorithms for 
the SR-tree, several algorithms were investigated and tested for maximum 
efficiency. Among these were the orignal algorithms by Guttman [Gutt84], 
Greene [Gre89] and Beckmann [Beck90]. In this investigation, these 
algorithms were implemented and analyzed as to their suitability with 
shape-conforming enclosures such as the sliced-rectangle. We shall first 
consider the original R-tree as proposed by Guttman in [Gutt84],
Algorithm ChooseSubtree (Guttman)
CS1 Set N to be the root.
CS2 If N is a leaf,
return N.
else
Choose the entry in N whose rectangle needs 
least-area enlargement to include the new data. 
Resolve ties by choosing the entry with the 
rectangle of smallest area.
end
CS3 Set N to be the childnode pointed to by the
childpointer of the chosen entry and repeat 
from CS2.
For this algorithm, it is obvious that this method of optimization is 
minimizing the increase in the area of the new enclosure. For all non-leaf 
nodes, the new object is forcibly inserted in each of its childnode. The 
increase in area of the resulting enclosures is then recorded and the entry 
with the smallest increase is chosen as the next node (N).
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Split algorithms can be implemented with exponential, quadratic 
and linear cost depending on the desired quality and complexity of the sub­
division. All of theses are designed to minimize the area covered by the 
two rectangles resulting from the split; the differences lie in the 
optimizing algorithm. The exponential split finds the area with the global 
minimum, but the cpu cost is too high. In the quadratic version, the 
algorithm spends a time proportional to O(M^) finding the objects that are 
farthest apart and another 0(M ^/2) time to distribute the entries. In the 
linear version, the algorithm distributes the objects based on their position 
in the list. To determine the effectivity of the two latter versions, an 
experiment was performed using tests with various combinations of M 
and m. The result clearly shows a distinct advantage of the quadratic 
method over the linear technique. Therefore in light of this effort, the 
quadratic method was adapted and will be discussed in the following 
section.
Algorithm QuadraticSplit
[Divide a set of M+1 entries into two groups]
QS1 Invoke PickSeeds to choose two entries to be the 
first entries of the groups.
QS2 Repeat
DistributeEntry
until
all entires are distributed or
one of the two groups has M-m+1 entries.
QS3 If entries remain, assign them to the other group 
such that it has the minimum number m.
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Algorithm PickSeeds
PS1 For each pair of entries E1 and E2, compose a rectangle 
R including E1.rectangle and E2.rectangle,
Calculate d = area(R) - area(E1 .rectangle) -
area(E2.rectangle).
PS2 Choose the pair with the largest d.
Algorithm DistributeEntry
DE1 Invoke PickNext to choose the next entry to be 
assigned.
DE2 Add it to the group whose covering rectangle 
will have to be enlarged least to accommodate 
it. Resolve ties by adding the entry to the 
group with the smallest area, then to the one 
with the fewer entries, then to either.
Algorithm PickNext
PN1 For each entry E not yet in a group, calculate 
d1 = the area increase required in the covering 
rectangle of Group 1 to include E.Rectangle. 
Calculate d2 analogously for Group 2.
PN2 Choose the entry with the maximum difference 
between d1 and d2.
The algorithm PickSeeds finds the two rectangles which would 
waste the largest area put in one group. In this sense, these two rectangles 
are the two most distant ones. It is important to mention that the seeds 
will tend to be small too, if the rectangles to be distributed are of very 
different size (and) or the overlap between them is high. The algorithm 
DistributeEntry assigns the remaining entries using the minimum area
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criterion. PickNext chooses the entry with the best area-goodness-value in 
every situation.
If the QuadraticSplit algorithm starts with small seeds, problems 
may occur. If in d-1 of the d axes a far away rectangle has nearly the same 
coordinate as one of the seeds, it will be distributed first. Indeed, the area 
and the area enlargement of the created needle-like bounding rectangle 
will be very small, but the distance is very large. An example of this 
situation is shown in figure 3.8.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8 Problem in Algorithm PickSeeds
In this example, si and s2 were chosen by Pickseeds as the two 
objects that are most distant, based on the increase in area. Among the 
remaining objects, algorithm Picknext is likely to select object x as the first 
entry to be grouped with si (fig. 3.8a) because the two form a very thin 
enclosure as compared to the enclosure in figure 3.8b. In doing so, a bad 
split is initiated and subsequent distributions of the remaining objects are 
performed incorrectly (fig 3.8c).
In addition to this problem, the algorithm tends to prefer the 
bounding rectangle, created by the first assignment, over the other rectangle. 
Since it was enlarged, the first rectangle is likely to have a larger size than 
the second rectangle. Thus it needs less area enlargement to include the
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next entry, and it will be enlarged again, and so on. Furthermore, if one 
group has reached the maximum number of entries M-m+1, all remaining 
entries are assigned to the other group without considering geometric 
properties. The result could be a split with much overlap or a split with 
uneven distribution of the entries reducing the storage utilization.
Included in the study by [Beck90], was an experiment which varied 
the minimum number of entries using m = 20%, 30%, 35%, 40% and 45% 
relatively to M. In the tests, the best retrieval performance of m was 
obtained with m = 40%.
Another interesting algorithm was by Greene in [Gre89]. In this 
paper, Greene proposes an alternative splitting algorithm that is targetted 
at minimizing the overlap by using a d-1 dimensional plane as a splitting 
axis. To determine the appropriate path to insert a new entry Greene uses 
Guttman's original ChooseSubtree-algorithm.
Algorithm GreeneSplit
[Divide a set of M+1 entries into two groups]
GS1 Invoke ChooseAxis to determine the axis
perpendicular to which the split is to be performed.
GS2 Invoke Distribute.
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Algorithm ChooseAxis
CA1 Invoke PickSeeds to find the two most distant 
rectangles of the current node.
CA2 For each axis record the separation of the two seeds.
CA3 Normalize the separations by dividing them by the 
length of the nodes enclosing rectangle along the 
appropriate axis.
CA4 Return the axis with the greatest normalized 
separation.
Algorithm Distribute
D1 Sort the entries by the low value of their rectangles 
along the chosen axis.
D2 Assign the first (M+1) div 2 entries to one group, the 
last (M+1) div 2 entries to the other.
D3 If M+1 is odd, then assign the remaining entry to the 
group whose enclosing rectangle will be increased 
least by its addition.
It is easy to see that this algorithm has a few shortcomings of its 
own. Focusing our atention at D2, Greene's technique calls for the 
systematic distribution of record entries in half. The first (M+1) div 2 
objects are simply alloted in one group and the remaining half to another 
group, regardless of the fact that entries close to the 50th percentile could 
just as easily fall to the other group. In other words, a 50-50 cut is not 
necessarily ideal. In some cases, a 60-40 or 70-30 distribution could be 
more optimal.
Another interesting point to look at is the ChooseAxis algorithm. 
Basically, ChooseAxis finds a (hyper)plane that best divides the image into
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two parts, one on its "left" the other to its "right". The rationale behind 
this move is to generate a minimum amount of overlap between the two 
sub-groups. Initially, one might be easily led into the notion that such 
hypothesis is always correct, that if we order the objects using the suitable 
axis, a division in half is the optimal choice. Unfortunately, this 
supposition is only true with uniform data. With complex objects, where 
the variance of the objects sizes and shapes are exceedingly high, the 
algorithm cannot even guarantee minimal overlap. An example is shown 
in figure 3.9a where the groupings exhibit a large amount of overlap 
between themselves regardless of the fact that the correct axis was selected.
Figure 3.9 Problems
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in GreeneSplit
Another intriguing property of the GreeneSplit is that it has a 
tendency to divide the area of the image into two. In other words, the 
collective area of the two sub-groups could easily become a superset of the 
original cluster and that a subdivision does not necessarily lessen the 
amount of original dead space. Figure 3.9b depicts such a situation 
wherein GreeneSplit used the vertical axis to divide the image with four 
objects each. Note the presence of the same unused areas in both 
subgroups.
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In summary, Greene's algorithms lack the geometric optimization 
criteria that is essential in the proper selection of clusters. Especially with 
non-uniform complex objects, such approaches will ultimately fail and 
thus, a dynamic optimization and reorganization approach is earnestly 
required.
3.7 The R*-tree Criteria
Whereas the R-tree model minimized the increase in area, the R*- 
tree concentrated in minimizing the overlap among sibling nodes. In this 
investigation, we tested the parameters area, margin and overlap in 
different combinations, where the overlap of an entry is defined as 
follows:
Let Ei...,Ep be the entries in the current node. Then
overlap (Efc) := area(E]<.Rectangle n  Ep.Rectangle), 1<= k<= p.
There are several ways to interpret the optimizing algorithm 
presented above. For instance we could treat leaves and internal nodes 
separately and utilize varying criteria for each. Another alternative would 
be to depend solely on overlap since this always guarantees minimal area 
coverage whenever degenerate regions are excluded from the data set. The 
algorithm that reported the best retrieval performance is described below.
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Algorithm ChooseSubtree (R*-Tree)
CS1 Set N to be the root.
CS2 If N is a leaf,
return N.
else
[determine the minimum overlap cost], 
choose the entry in N whose rectangle needs 
least overlap enlargement to include the new data 
rectangle. Resolve ties by choosing the entry whose 
rectangle needs least area enlargement
end.
CS3 Set N to be the childnode pointed to by the childpointer 
of the chosen entry and repeat from CS2.
Split of the R*-tree
The R*-tree uses the following method to find good splits. Along 
each axis, the entries are first sorted by the lower value, then sorted by the 
upper value of their rectangles. For each sort, M-2m+2 distributions of the 
M+l  entries into two groups are determined, where the k*h distribution 
(7c = l,...,(M-2m+2)) is described as follows: the first group contains the first 
(m-l)+k entries and the second group contains the remaining entries.
For each distribution, goodness values are determined. Depending 
on these goodness values the final distribution of the entries is 
determined. Three different goodness values and different approaches of 
using them in different combinations were tested experimentally.
(i) area-value = area[bb(first group)] + 
area[bb(second group)]
(ii) aspect-value = aspect[bb(first group)] + 
aspect[bb(second group)]
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(iii) overlap-value = overlap[bb(first group)] n
bb(second group)]
Here bb denotes the bounding box of a set of rectangles.
Possible methods of processing are to determine:
o the minimum over one axis or one sort
o the minimum of the sum of the goodness values over
one axis or one sort 
o the overall minimum
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3.8 SR-Tree
In considering the performance of tree searching, the concept of 
overlap and coverage are equally important. Coverage is defined as the 
total area of all minimum bounding enclosures (MBE) of all leaf nodes 
and overlap is the total area within two or more leaf MBEs. Obviously, 
efficient tree searching demands that both overlap and coverage be 
minimized. For a search window falling in the area of N  overlapping 
leaves, in the worst case, N  paths from the root to each of the overlapping 
leaves have to be followed, slowing down the search from h to hN where 
h is the height of the tree. Clearly, since it is very hard to control the 
overlap during dynamic splits of trees, efficient search degrades, and it 
may even degenerate the search from logarithmic to linear. Minimal 
coverage reduces the amount of dead space covered by the leaves.
The SR-tree was designed to focus equally on both coverage and 
overlap whereas the R- and R*-tree concentrated on only one. This is in 
recognition of the varying significance of both concepts at various levels of 
the tree. In the upper levels of the tree for instance, the increase in area 
plays a more critical role than overlap. This is especially true during the 
insertion process when the object being inserted is in the latter section of 
the insertion list. Conversely, overlap provides the more judicious 
criteria when the node in question is close to the leaf level. The 
algorithms for the SR-tree ChooseSubtree is given below.
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Algorithm ChooseSubtree (SR-Tree)
CS1 Set N to be the root.
CS2 If N is a leaf,
return N.
else
if the location of N is far from the leaf level:
[determine the minimum area cost] 
choose the entry in N whose sliced-rectangle needs 
least-area enlargement to include the new data 
object. Resolve ties by choosing the entry with the 
rectangle of smallest area.
if the location of N is near the leaf level:
[determine the minimum overlap cost] 
choose the entry in N whose sliced-rectangle 
needs least-overlap enlargement to include the 
new data object. Resolve ties by choosing the 
entry whose slicedrectangle needs least-area 
enlargement,
end.
CS3 Set N to be the childnode pointed to by the childpointer of 
the chosen entry and repeat from CS2.
Closer examination of the algorithm reveals the need to test the 
relative distance of N with respect to the leaf level. This is the major 
im provem ent in the algorithm that is aimed at m inimizing the 
complexity during the first few steps of the insertion procedure. More 
importantly, this variation allowed for the use of both coverage and 
overlap in areas where they are most effective. In the first half of CS2 the 
complexity of the algorithm is only O(M) while for the second half, it is 
0(M 2).
Experimentation revealed that the optimum distance is 25%. In 
other words, for the first 75% levels of the tree, the minimum area 
criterion could be effectively used. In the latter levels of the tree however,
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the more efficient optimizing criterion would be overlap. With M=21, 
PS=512 and N=40k we have: 75%h = 3 and 25%h=l which would imply 
that overlap would only be used on the leaf level. If h' denotes the 
number of levels with which the overlap criterion is used, the total 
running time of the ChooseSubtree(SR-tree) algorithm is:
0 ( (h-hO(M) + h'(M2) )
Note also that the cpu cost of determining the overlap is quadratic 
in the number of entries, because for each entry the overlap with all other 
entires of the node has to be calculated. However, for large node sizes we 
can reduce the number of entries for which the calculation has to be done, 
since for very distant rectangles the probability to yield the minimum 
overlap is small. Thus, in order to reduce the cpu cost, this part of the 
algorithm is modified as follows:
[determine the nearly minimum overlap cost]
♦ Sort the rectangles in N in increasing order of their area 
enlargement needed to include the new data rectangle.
♦ Let A be the group of the first half of the entries.
♦ From the entries in A, considering all entries in N, choosing the 
entry whose rectangle needs least overlap enlargement.
♦ Resolve ties as described above.
Using this newer version, the running time of the computation of 
overlap is now bounded by the fastest sorting algorithm ~ 0(M logm M), 
where M and m are the maximum and minimum bounds of the page 
node.
In the splitting procedure, a quadratic algorithm was adapted in the 
implementation of the SR-tree. The following algorithm (SplitSRNode)
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exhibited acceptable results for page sizes greater than 1024 bytes and 
database sizes larger than 20k. For splitting smaller dimensions, an 
approach similar to GreeneSplit provided the best performance in object 
retrieval.
Algorithm SplitSRNode (SR-Tree)
SR1 Invoke PickSeeds to choose two entries to become the first 
entries of the groups.
SR2 Repeat
DistributeEntry
Until
all entires are distributed or one of the two 
groups has M-m+1 entries.
SR3 If entries remain, assign them to the other group such 
that it has the minimum number m.
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3.9 Forced Reinsert
The SR-tree is non-deterministic in allocating the entries onto the 
nodes. In other words, a different sequence of insertions will build up 
different trees. For this reason, the SR-tree suffers from its old entries. 
Data objects inserted during the early growth of the structure may have 
introduced enclosures that are not suitable to guarantee good retrieval 
performances in the current situation. Furthermore, this problem would 
be maintained or even worsened if nodes are underfilled resulting from 
the deletion of some records. Although a local reorganization of the 
enclosure is performed during a split, this is still not enough. Therefore it 
is desirable to have a more powerful and less local instrument to organize 
the structures
A known approach of treating underfilled nodes is to delete the 
node and reinsert the orphaned entries in the corresponding level 
[Gutt84]. In this manner, the ChooseSubtree algorithm has a new chance 
of distributing entries into different nodes. A similar approach is used in 
optim izing the R-tree insertion procedure. The R-tree algorithm 
proceeded by initially inserting N uniformly distributed data objects. Next, 
the first N /2  objects were forcibly deleted then reinserted onto the tree. 
Using this technique, authors [Gre89] [Fal87] [Beck90] have in fact reported 
a 20% to 50% increase in performance. This implies that dynamic 
reorganization can be achieved by forcing entries to be reinserted during 
the insertion routine. The following is a modified version of Guttman's 
original reinsertion procedure that was added to the SR-tree insertion 
algorithm.
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Algorithm Insert
11 Invoke ChooseSubtree to find an appropriate 
node N, in which to place the new Entry E.
12 If N has less than M entries, accomodate E in N.
If N has M entries, invoke OverflowTreatement with 
the level of N as a parameter [for reinsertion or split]
13 If OverflowTreatment was called and a split was 
performed, propagate OverflowTreatment upwards if 
necessary.
If OverflowTreatment caused a split of the root, 
create a new root.
14 Adjust all covering enclosures in the insertion path 
such that they are minimum bounding enclosures 
enclosing their children nodes.
Algorithm OverflowTreatment
OT1 If the level is not the root level and this is the first 
call of OverflowTreatment in the given level during 
the insertion of one data object, then 
invoke Reinsert
else
invoke Split
end.
Algorithm Reinsert
RI1 For all M+1 entries of a node N, compute the distance 
between the centers of their sliced-rectangles and the 
center of the bounding enclosure of N.
RI2 Sort the entries in decreasing order of their distances 
computed in RI1 then remove the first p entries from 
N.
RI3 Adjust the bounding enclosure of N then invoke Insert 
to reinsert the p entries
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If a new object is inserted, each first overflow treatment on each 
level will be a reinsertion of p entries. This may cause a split in the node 
which caused the overflow if all entries are reinserted onto the same 
location. Otherwise, splits are completely prevented. The parameter p can 
be varied independently for leaf nodes and non-leaf nodes as part of the 
performance tuning. Experiments have shown best performance when 
p=32% of M.
In summary, we can say that forced reinsert changes entries between 
neighboring nodes and thus decreases overlap. As a result, storage 
utilization is improved and due to more structuring, less splits are 
involved. As a side effect, the shape of the bounding enclosure are more 
quarilateral as a result of the outer objects being reinserted.
3.10 THE POINT INCLUSION TEST
The point inclusion test deals with the problem of determining 
whether a particular point in 2D-space is contained by a data object. This 
problem is typically used as an intermediate step in performing more 
complicated tests such as test of overlap. For instance, in the case of tree 
traversals, we are often interested in determining whether the query 
window overlaps with the children of the current node. If they do 
intersect, another search is made within that sub-tree and the process is 
repeated until all possible nodes have been traversed. More often than 
not, this test of overlap is reduced to the problem of the point inclusion 
test since the initial part of the overlap test involves the vertices of both 
the query window and the enclosure(s). Another use, of course, of this test
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is in the search involved with point queries. In this case, the current 
"pointer" is used as the arbitrary point and the objects within the image 
space are the 2-dimensional objects.
3.10.1 The Angle Test
One of the primary reasons why rectangles enjoy more popularity 
than other bounding figures is due to the relative ease with which point 
inclusion tests are performed. With rectangles, the problem of 
determining whether an arbitrary point is inside a region can be as simple 
as two integer comparisons. With slightly complex-shaped figures 
however, the point inclusion test often poses a problem in that 
complicated floating point calculations are often required. Oftentimes the 
operation involves a test with rays and in some cases, the angles between 
these rays. In the angle-test algorithm, the angles between the point and 
the arbitrary point is made and the results summed. If this value is 
divisible by 2k, the object is inside the object whereas if it were not, the 
object is outside. Examples of this is shown in figure 3.10.
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70 + 40 + 30 +
65 + 155 = 360
30 + 25 -  40 -15  = o
45 + 30 + 55 + 30 + (-50 ) + 
135 + 115 = 360
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.10 The Angle Test
Clearly, this process involves a large amount of computation with 
real numbers and trigonometric functions. Moreover, a problem with 
precision arises as a result of the strict test between 2tc and the computed 
value. For instance, if we obtain the value 3.139999 as a result of using one 
of the inverse trigonometric functions, the test will conclude that the 
point is still outside, even if it really was inside!
3.10.2 The Line Test
Another technique, frequently used for point inclusion tests is the 
line/ray test. In this method, an infinite line is projected from the point 
in question to any arbitrary direction. By counting the number of 
intersections the ray makes with the object(s), we could easily determine 
whether the point is inside or outside. If the number of intersections is 
odd, then the point has to be inside; otherwise (if it is even), the point is 
outside (figure 3.11). This technique has an added advantage over the 
angle test in that holes with objects are taken into consideration.
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Moreover, the method does not have to handle floating point operations 
even though equations of two lines are involved. Using parametric 
equations for both lines, intersection can be determined with as little as six 
integer multiplications [Fol82].
3 (odd) intersections 4 (even) intersections
P inside P outside
Figure 3.11. The Line Test
Looking back at the sliced-rectangle, it is obvious that point 
inclusion tests should not be as intricate as the previous two. This is 
largely due to the fact that much of the properties in rectangles are still 
evident in sliced-rectangles, such as the alignment with the x- or y-axis. 
This has a tremendous effect in accelerating the point-inclusion test which 
involve obvious results. In figure 3.12a, for example, if the point in 
question is outside the two intervals, we could readily say that the point is 
outside the object. However, if the point is inside both intervals, we still 
need to check where the point is relative to the small triangular region 
(figures 3.12b and 3.12c).
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P outside the Y-interval 
P outside region
P inside both intevals 
but outside region
P inside both intervals 
and inside region
(a) (b) ( c )
Figure 3.12 Point Inclusion Tests with Sliced-Rectangles
Another interesting property of sliced rectangles is the aligned 
triangle formed by the slice. Whatever the orientation of the slice, a right 
angle is always formed with respect to the focus (fx,fy) making the second 
test of inclusion much easier. Thus, if the first test reveals the point is not 
outside rectangular region, it remains to be proven that the point is inside 
this triangle.
3.10.3 The ATAN Test
Point inclusion tests with triangles can be performed by looking at 
the angle the point makes with one of the corners. Assume we have an 
aligned triangle with vertices A,B and C with angle ZABC = tc/ 2 (see figure 
3.13). Assume also that we have another point P which is contained 
within the X and Y intervals of the triangle.
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Given such an arrangement, we can determine the status (inside or 
outside) of P by noting the angle it makes with corner A or C. Assuming 
we choose to use corner A, the angle ZB AC is compared to what the point 
P makes with the horizon (ZPAB). If ZPAB is larger than ZBAC, then 
the point P lies outside. Otherwise, we conclude that P is inside.
Figure 3.13. The TAN'l test
Determining the angle between two sides of a triangle is a matter of 
knowing the arctan of the opposite side over the adjacent side. Since 
arctan is a function which returns a value proportional to the input (0 < X 
< 7t), we can simply use the ratio of the sides (opposite/adjacent) as the 
parameter to our tests. In short, a point lies inside the triangle if:
t 1 C B  
tan 1 AB
, 1 PQ 
*  tan ' 1 /Q
CB PQ- o r -
AB -  A3
- o  r - (CB)(AQ) > (PQ)(AB)
- o r  - (C B)(AQ ) - (PQ)(AB) >
Since multiplication between two integers yields another integer, no 
floating point calculations were actually performed. Similarly with the 
line segments, no unnecessary real numbers were needed since all the line
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segments were parallel with either the X or Y axis. In short, computation 
of distances involved only the difference between two integers; no square 
roots were needed.
3.10.4 Rectangles vs. Sliced-Rectangles
POINT QUERIES
With point queries, the increase in the num ber of integer 
operations increased diminutively from the use of ordinary rectangle to 
the use of sliced-rectangles. Initially with rectangles, tests of membership 
in 2-dimensions involved four (4) additions that tested overlap along the 
two axes. For sliced-rectangles, the situation is more intricate. The first 
part of the test involves an identical procedure mentioned above; an 
additional test is needed in the event that the first test succeeds. In this 
case, one could use the ATAN test to determine the position of the point 
with respect to the slice. As suggested above, this test requires the 
multiplication of two integers as well as another addition operation.
RANGE QUERIES
With regards to rectangular range queries, R-tree can resolve 
overlap tests with a maximum of eight (8) additions' per axis or a 
maximum total of 16 addition operations. Surprisingly, the sliced 
rectangle version is not much different from the previous algorithm. An
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additonal test is however needed to ensure none of the situations similar 
to figure 3.14a arise. In this example, the first test succeeds since both 
objects overlap along the X and Y axes. Note however, that both objects 
are actually non-overlapping.
Figure 3.14.
To solve this problem, the SR-tree provided a simple geometrical 
solution that can be extended to 3-dimensions. The procedure merely 
investigated the position of the corner P with respect to the diagonal AB. 
If moving from A to B to P denotes a clockwise direction, then the corner 
point P is said to be No the right'7 of AB and that the two figures are in fact, 
overlapping. Otherwise, P must lie 7/to the left77 of AB and no overlapping 
occurs. This is illustrated in figure 3.14b.
Testing the relative position of P with respect to the line segment 
requires the dot product between AB and AP. This operation requires four 
addition operations and two multiplications of integers.
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CHAPTER 4
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance evaluations utilized randomly-generated sets of 
polygons. Each polygon consisted of a random number of vertices (max 
10) allowing both concave and convex shapes to be created. The polygons 
were then displaced at random within the two-dimensional data space 
using a uniform distribution. The size of the data (map) space remained 
constant throughout the entire experiment.
As with spatial maps, there are 2 major parameters that characterize 
the database: the number N which indicates the database size and S the 
average size of each object. In the experiment, N was allowed various 
values between 100 to 40,000 while S remained constant at S = 0.00001 
meaning on the average, each object is 1/100,000 of the entire map space.
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The experiments were conducted in a straightforward manner. For 
each data set, 3 different trees were generated: R-trees, R*-trees and the SR- 
trees. Each algorithm used the same fashion of dynamic insertion, 
differing only in the criteria by which splits and insertions are made. In 
the experiment, three page sizes (P) were tested: 512, 1024 and 2048. 
However, since the outcome across the various values of P were very 
similar, we restrict P = 512 for the rest of the discussions.
To evaluate the performance of each tree, several parameters were 
measured and recorded: overlap (O), coverage (C), space requirements (R), 
depth of tree (D) and the average number of nodes visited (V) during 100 
random search queries.
4.1 Depth and Space Requirements
The first parameters to be measured were the depth and the space 
requirements of the trees. Depth indicates the level in which the leaf 
entries are located, such that a tree with only the root node is considered to 
have a depth equal to 1. The second parameter (R) on the other hand, 
indicates the number of nodes created for the tree. Initially, there is only 
one root node containing no entries. As objects are inserted onto the tree, 
more and more nodes are generated from the splittings. Since spatial 
databases are designed to reside on disk, the number of entries in fact 
reflect the size of the tree in secondary memory. The smaller the value for 
R, the better.
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On the other hand, a reasonably large value for R is not necessarily a 
disadvantage. Assuming a reliable algorithm has been used to insert 
objects, the number of nodes created could also be used as a parameter to 
determine the performance of a tree. This is because as more nodes are 
created, the more compact the groupings get and the more discriminating 
the tree becomes. Consider for instance the extreme case when the nodes 
on a level are allowed only one data entry. With only one entry per node, 
we are then assured a lower bound on dead space for this level. This then 
implies that for a given point query, unnecessary search will be contained 
at a minimum.
Looking at the tables 2 and 3, we notice very minimal differences 
between the 3 structures. Depth, for instance has remained surprisingly 
identical for the various trees. This is largely due to the fact that M (the 
maximum number of entries a node can accommodate) of each structure 
were set to very similar values. An explanation as to why such "default" 
values were used is explained in the preceding chapter.
Table 2. Tree Depth vs. Database Size
Depth 100 500 IK 5K 10K 20K 40K
R-Tree 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
R*-Tree 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
SR-Tree 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
Table 3. Space Requirement vs. Database Size
#Nodes 100 500 IK 5K 10K 20K 40K
R-Tree 6 35 74 379 759 1494 3041
R*-Tree 7 36 76 384 781 1544 3063
SR-Tree 7 38 85 402 801 1581 3142
With respect to space requirements, R- and R*-trees display a fairly 
similar behavior although the R*-tree consistently requires more storage 
than the R-tree. This is because splittings are much likely to occur in R*- 
trees rather than in R-trees thereby creating more leaf entries. 
Consequently, the same is true for SR-trees and that overall, SR-trees 
require the most number of nodes.
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Another reason for this increased usage in memory is inherent in 
the way sliced rectangles are designed. Earlier discussions have pointed 
out that in order to represent sliced rectangles, additional digits are 
necessary to encode the actual slices from rectangles. This then suggests 
that in comparison to rectangle-based models, SR-trees are regularly 
confined to a smaller M. In turn, more nodes are often required for SR- 
trees.
As it turns out, the parameter R is also inversely proportional to the 
efficiency of the region container; and a compromise between the two 
must be sought. This implies that in theory, one could always develop a 
structure which would eliminate the dead space contained within the 
database. Unfortunately, to cover all the possible shapes that can be 
included in the database, the tree must use a containment structure that 
can be quite complex. This normally results in a geometric increase in 
memory overhead and computational complexity. Hence, there needs to 
be a balance between these two opposing factors.
With respect to page size, it was observed that the space 
requirements of the structures decreased as page size increased. This is 
because larger disk pages can accommodate more entries (larger M) causing 
fewer splits and associated overhead. This explains the steep descent of the 
three curves in figure 4.1a.
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Figire 4.1 Space Requirement vs. Page Size
4.2 Overlap and Coverage
The next parameters to be considered were overlap (o) and coverage 
(C). Overlap represents the average amount of intersections of the 
containment regions. The sum of all intersections was computed and 
averaged by the number of levels. Similarly, coverage refers to the average 
amount of area used by the containment regions.
To compute both values, an additive manner of calculation was 
enforced. To illustrate, we refer to figure 4.1b wherein to compute the area 
covered, the experiment simply added the areas of X, Y and Z, regardless of 
the fact that intersections occurred between the 3 regions. The rationale 
behind this is due to the three-dimensional property of trees whenever 
traversals are made. For example, consider the point query P. In order to 
properly answer this query, we traverse the subtree (sub-database) of X 
since P is inside X. Since P is also inside Y, another subtree needs to be 
searched, and the same is done for Z.
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Since the area common to all rectangles causes more traversals to be
O r*
made, we must treat such^area as several regions occupying the same 
space. This is the reason why in some of the values for O and C, we 
observe values larger than 1.0. Using this method of computing overlap 
and coverage, we also obtain rough estimates on the efficiency of a tree.
The results for overlap and coverage are presented in figure 4.2 and 
figure 4.3. For both parameters, it can be easily seen that SR-trees enjoy a 
sizeable advantage over R-and R*-trees. As expected, R*-trees perform 
somewhat better as compared to R-trees, largely due to the optimising 
algorithm practiced by R*-trees. Whenever a new data object is to be 
inserted, R-trees simply choose the leaf entry which would have the least- 
area increase. On the other hand, R*-trees choose leaf entries that have 
the least-area overlap increase.
This optimizing algorithm is further extended by SR-trees by using 
the sliced-rectangle to compute the least-overlap and least-area increases. 
Using a sliced-rectangle instead of a rectangle yields a more reliable 
computation of these parameters. This leads to a much better choice as to 
which leaf best accommodates the new object.
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Figure 4.2 Coverage
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Unfortunately, overlap and coverage are only static parameters. 
This means that they do not necessarily mirror the performance of the 
trees. What they do reflect is its thoroughness, or the extent to which the 
objects were properly inserted onto the tree. In short, coverage and 
overlap is insufficient in order to compare the performance of trees during 
queries.
4.3 Number of Visisted Nodes
To measure the dynamic performance of the three structures, we 
subjected the trees to random query windows of varying sizes. To do so, 
we defined a benchmark of range search operations using three different 
search space sizes (sss): 0% (point query), 0.00001 (0.001% of the map) and 
0.01 (1.0% of the map). The idea was to simulate varying sizes of query 
windows ranging from point queries to medium and large search 
windows. For each search space size, 100 random windows (rectangular) 
were generated and were used as search spaces against all trees (from 100 to 
40k objects). The number of nodes traversed (V) were then measured and 
recorded.
The significance of the parameter V is that it actually represents the 
number of disk accesses during the searching process. Unlike overlap and 
coverage which depict a static feature of a tree, disk access represents the 
speed at which queries are carried out. This is because spatial databases are 
by nature I/O-oriented; wherein search time is dominated by the sequence
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of read operations from disk. The graph in figure 4.4 was obtained using a 
page size equal to 512.
CO
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Figure 4.4 Number of Visited Nodes (sss=0.0%)
For point queries, SR-trees seem to be the most efficient indexing 
structure. This is a direct result of SR-trees having smaller coverage and 
overlap for all test values of N. Between the other two trees, R*-trees (as 
expected) perform better as a result of the optimizing algorithms discussed 
above.
An interesting feature of figure 4.4 is the constant decline in the gaps 
between the three curves. Notice that this decline is also evident in 
figures 4.6 (sss=0.001%) and 4.7 (sss=l .0%) and is explained by the fact that 
we restricted map space to a constant size. Hence, as the number of data 
objects increased, the density of the spatial map increased with the same 
proportion. This ultimately resulted in a map cramped with data objects.
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Given this change in the density of the map, the behaviors of the 
three algorithms became more and more similar. As N increased, the 
information provided by various insertion parameters (least-area-increase, 
least-overlap-increase) lost their significance. In short, it did not matter 
later on when wrong choices were made in the insertion process as long as 
the splitting algorithm remained robust. This is illustrated in the 
following figure (fig. 4.5) where data objects were inserted in order 
(1,2,3....).
Looking at the left figure, we see that object 5 was incorrectly 
inserted onto the cluster containing objects 1 & 2, yielding region R. 
However, due to our assumption that the density is relatively high, we 
expect the objects to appear evenly on the map. This implies that later on 
during the insertion process, an object such as object 6 will be inserted 
(again incorrectly) into R. Such insertions would ultimately cause region 
R to be split into 2 sub-regions S and T as shown at the figure in right. 
Notice that the objects are now grouped in a somewhat rectified manner.
Thus, in some extreme cases, we can arrive at a situation wherein it 
does not really matter which optimizing algorithm (if any at all) were 
used, as long as the splitting process remains robust.
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The results for sss = 0.0001 and sss = 0.01 are similarly shown in 
figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. A sample search space of 0.00001 was 
particularly chosen to mimic query windows the same size as the data 
objects while on the other size of the spectrum, sss = 10% simulated 
extremely large windows.
Figure 4.6 Number of Visi; ted Nodes (sss=0.0001%)
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database size
Figure 4.7 Number of Visited Nodes (sss=1.0%)
Note the extreme similarity between the results of point queries and 
small window queries. Note also the same decline in gaps as the size of 
the database is increased. In contrast however, figure 4.7 exhibits a rather 
surprising convergence of the three curves. Part of the reason is the 
illusion due to the large gradations of the graph; a millimeter of difference 
has a value 5.0 on figure 4.4 while on figure 4.7, this only represents 0.5. 
Another reason is actually brought about by the extreme size of the query 
window.
To demonstrate the effect large query windows have on spatial 
searching, we consider the following figure (fig. 4.8). Here, two clustering 
algorithms were used; one seriously better than the other.
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Figure 4.8 A Large Query Window
It is obviously clear that in terms of ordering the objects, algorithm 
(a) enjoys a significant advantage over (b). However, note the presence of 
a large query window (thick lines) that spans most of the spatial map. This 
window overlaps with all of the containment regions for both maps 
causing more or less the same amount of searches for both maps.
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CHAPTER 5
5. CONCLUSIONS
The SR-tree is a new index structure for geometric databases that 
may contain arbitrarily-spaced data objects. The tree is a balanced tree 
structure and is an enhancement on the ubiquitous R-tree. All leaf entries 
contain pointers to the data objects themselves.
As with all spatial data structures, the main aim of SR-trees is to 
reduce dead space within the database. This can be accomplished by slicing 
a part of rectangular containment-region. From there on, further 
computation of heuristics such as area-overlap, area-increase or aspect is 
based on this "sliced-rectangle". Since all three values are optimized, the 
SR-tree remains robust against complexed-shaped clustering of objects.
Empirical results have shown that the SR-tree proposed in the study 
can be efficiently used as an access method in database systems with spatial 
data. As demonstrated in the performance evaluation with random data,
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the SR-tree outperforms both R- and R*-trees. This is true for both point 
and spatial queries.
More importantly, the study has also succeeded in identifying and 
explaining certain phenomena regarding spatial density and large-scale 
queries. With regards to the former, we encountered a density limit with 
which (insertion) algorithms continue to operate distinctly. When this 
upper bound is reached, the performances of the algorithms converge. 
The same occurrence was also experienced as the relative size of the query 
windows increased dramatically.
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